. The Praxapostolos was one of several Walters manuscripts that had been in monasteries of Mt. Athos; S. Lambros catalogued it as Iviron monastery codex 24 5 . After the purchase, the manuscript was examined by the philologist K. Clark, who published a description of its contents and, slightly later, a collation of the biblical text 6 .
L. Randall, Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in the Walters
Art Gallery, I, France 875-1420 , Baltimore 1989 Peloponnesischen Klosters Mega Spilaeon, I, Leipzig 1915, p. 7-9; Aland, op. cit., p. 177 (no. 2229) . G. Tsimas and P. Papahadzidakis, Miniatures of Mega Spilaeon, Athens n.d., pis. 39-59; Nées,· op. cit., figs. 10-12; Papadaki-Ökland, op. cit., pi. 82. Text and miniatures do not seem to have been part of the same commission, although the text looks like work that could not be dated earlier than the second half of the eleventh century. 14. K. Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, cod. 533, fol. 255v: Timothy, Paul, Silas. 
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http://epublishing. . The problem that arises is whether the group represents a broad movement in early twelfth-century Byzantine art or the product of a longstanding group of illuminators active well into the century's first quarter. Perhaps circumstances resulted in the eventual confusion of the two: what began as the work of a small group came to be emulated by others. The style of illustration, the pictorial content, and the loosely -organized but extensive decoration serve to tie the books together as contemporary products of Constantinople, and perhaps as the effort of a group of craftsmen brought in some way into frequent or regular contact. The term Nees used in his initial discussion of the manuscripts, workshop, conveniently encompasses the two facts that became increasingly plain as more books were added to the original cluster of three. One is the combined strength of various parallels that would be less than compelling if taken individually. The other is the certainty that a number of scribes and illuminators were responsible for the entire production. For example, the illuminator of the Basel Gospels did not have a hand in the Codex Mavrocordatianus, but the illuminator of the Mavrocordatianus most likely painted the miniatures in the Harvard Psalter. As corroborating evidence for filiation, the scripts prove to be more difficult to evaluate.They vary in ways shaped not only by differences in individuals' styles, but also by conventions associated with the particular texts and their intended uses. The delicate, clipped writing of the Basel New Testament, for example, is quite unlike the rolling script of the Harvard Psalter (figs. 3, 6) . The lilting cursive of the Paris Praxapostolos presents a third approach, a consciously calligraphic one that calls to mind the Mavrocordatianus in terms of its deliberate artfulness, though not its style. The handwriting of the Mega Spelaion Gospels has nothing to do with that of any other of the manuscripts; its divergence raises the possibility that one or more of the illuminators might on occasion produce illustrations for finished books. The manuscripts thus present considerable variety within a recognizably homogenous field. The clustering of the three dated works acts to anchor the chronology: we can be certain that the style enjoyed popularity at the opening of the twelfth century. The group became more varied once the Athens Gospels, cod. 93, had been added (figs. 7, 8) . The illustration of the manuscript departs from the program used for the other Gospel books and the Gospel portion of the Basel New Testament. The authors appear alone without feast scenes, and a selection of narrative illustrations was scattered at uneven intervals throughout the Gospel text. Certain qualities of format and execution nevertheless relate this illustrated copy of the Gospels to the other manuscripts in the series. The overall design of the historiated headpiece on fol. 143v recalls that of a headpiece in the Harvard Psalter (figs. 3, 7); furthermore, both were filled with ornament that consists of stunted, poorly articulated flowers drawn with highlights that fail to create any illusion of curved petals. An equivalently loose approach, one that permits a vast amount of gold to show through, typifies the Geneva Gospels and Basel New Testament (figs. 4-6). In 1979 E. Constantinides published a detailed examination of the narrative miniatures in the Athens Gospels. She showed that the book had been written by two scribes and illuminated by more than one artist. The collaborative nature conforms to the impression created by the variety of miniature and script styles in the manuscripts that constitute the core of the group. Constantinides went on to argue a late twelfth-century date based on parallels from monumental painting. She was not the first to use such evidence for an attribution in the second half of the century. . Traits like the tall, slender proportions can be found in the early twelfth -century Paris Praxapostolos 32 . Drapery patterns occasionally represented in the Geneva Gospels and others at the core of the group can be quite energetic; and if they sometimes seem insufficiently so, other works dated in the century's first decade attest to a keen interest in movement 33 . Constantinides' redating of the manuscript from the 1170s to end of century may be difficult to defend if an alternative can be formulated. But what needs to be emphasized is that as the list of works grows it becomes more varied in terms of scripts, miniature styles and, perhaps most significantly, contents. The elements of continuity must depend on some pattern of artistic interaction current for decades. The first problem is documenting how late the manner continued to be practiced in a recognizable form.
The discussion surrounding the Athens Gospels may be reduced to the question, How far into the 1100s did the style so well attested at the century's start continue in recognizable form? Evidence suggests that it lasted into 28. The exception is the Psalter, Cod. Athen. 7, which seems to fall outside the group as a later twelfth-century manuscript; Demus, op. : -ru A. t^ j-*-tv *rt ν *mtx :
•»τ-w σ *·.© -η·«». .J-» "^ ^ "¥•«*·*** ·· *"** · ί * «* ***> r t> · ··* ν« Tß τ-*· » -»*Α <y ι> • . ί t k» t η» £rp *tr If made during Aristenos' lifetime, the manuscript could possibly be as early as mid-twelfth century. The clipped, square handwriting of the Miscellany strongly resembles the hand of the Basel New Testament (figs. 6, 9, 11), and the manner and style of illumination also recall those of the New Testament. A closer study of the contents of the Pantokrator Miscellany may yield more substantial evidence for how late in the century the style persisted. What is immediately relevant is that the manuscript was not produced around 1100, but closer to 1150.
In the presentation of its contents as well as the styles of handwriting and miniature painting, the Walters Praxapostolos parallels many works of the group, some closely. Like the Geneva Gospels, Basel New Testament and Pantokrator Miscellany, the Praxapostolos is handsomely yet unobtrusively illustrated; that is, the makers sought to create books that retained an ostensibly utilitarian appearance despite their illustration. The impression of practicality was created by the simple miniature frames, which, in the case of the Praxapostolos, are merely lines; the divisions between books was made by lines and strips rather than the wide, faux-enamel bars typical of osten- tatiously expensive manuscripts. Initials appear only at the openings of the individual books of the Bible and are then simple designs executed in carmine and often at a scale not much greater than that of the other letters (figs. 2, 12, 13, 16, 19) . Finally, virtually no space was left between the sections of the manuscript. A typical chapter division in the Praxapostolos can be contrasted with a minor section break in the Dionysiou lectionary, cod. 587, to illustrate the difference between handsome utility and the Byzantine grand manner (figs. 10, 15). A consequence of the decorative austerity is the absence of some evidence that would be useful in dating the manuscript. Handwriting and miniatures are the only indicators of date and filiation, and of them the miniatures are more symptomatic. The portraits in the Praxapostolos suggest a common tradition shared by illuminators of other manuscripts in the group. The portrait of James, dressed in episcopal regalia and gesturing toward his book, conforms to the type used in creating the illustration in the Pantokrator Miscellany (figs. 9, 10). Stance, proportions, the costume and its articulation all resemble one another. James' portrait is drawn more simply in the Pantokrator manuscript, although the basic structures are about the same, and both feature the pronounced frown that appears elsewhere in the manuscripts. Luke and the members of his assembled audience have been caught in a heated debate (fig. 11) ; their expressions and the mood of the entire miniature seems tense and charged with a barely bottled-up energy. The compositional structure is that of the scene of Paul addressing the Galatians in the Praxapostolos ( fig. 12 ). One can see the simple reorganization of posture that served to convert the one with standing teacher into the other with seated teacher; the tendency to show the speaker as much larger than the members of his audience marks another of the teaching scenes in the Praxapostolos . The evidence suggests that the Walters Praxapostolos belongs among the works grouped above and that it may be one of the few produced toward the middle of the twelfth century. The handwriting of the Praxapostolos supports a date around the middle of the century. With a minor exception discussed at the end of this section, the scribe wrote the text in one of two ways. For the marginalia, titles and non-biblical writings, he used half-uncial, the square hand with emphasis on the upright strokes visible in the first five lines of the reproduction of fol. 216v ( fig. 12 ). For the biblical text the scribe wrote in a manner that might be called «liturgical minuscule». He based his choice on the manuscript's intended purpose, which was to serve as a source of readings needed in the liturgy. For the reader, the bold writing made using the book easier, since it is not a large format manuscript. By the twelfth century readings from the praxapostolos were confined to services in which the eucharist was celebrated, when the passage from Acts or the Epistles preceded the one from the Gospels 38 . The restriction may have influenced the scribe's decision to give the writing an especially formal appearance 39 . The basic elements of the liturgical minuscule can be easily described. The scribe wrote using a broad pen, which often leads to strokes of varying thickness; for the liturgical minuscule the scribe strictly limited the degree of 38 . The passages are listed by C. Gregory, Textkritik des Neuen Testaments, I, Leipzig 1900, p. 343-68; their specifically Constantinopolitan use may be tracked through J. Mateos, «Le Typicon de la Grande Eglise», I-II, OCA CLXV-CCLXVI, Rome 1962 Rome -1963 . On the praxapostolos generally see J. Mateos, «La célébration de la parole dans la liturgie byzantine, Etude historique», OCA CXCI, Rome 1971, p. 128-29,134-35. 39 . The passage numbers, incipits and day designations are largely, but Fig. 9 . Mt. Athos, Pantokrator Monastery Library, cod. 234, fol. 83v: James. variation, so that the letters sit heavily on the page. The scribe also suppressed long strings of connected letters. Doublets, triplets and solitary letters predominate, and the longer strings that any leaf will contain fail to soften the effect of a discontinuous series of bold forms ( fig. 1 , line six opens on seven connected letters). The scribe has found the elusive minuscule counterpart for the uncial used in the Gospel lectionary even as late as the eleventh century. It is a commanding piece of writing. Within the list of related manuscripts two parallels exist. The script of the Harvard Psalter ( fig. 3 ) is likewise bold, open, and marked by a limited use of ligatures, but even closer in execution to the Walters Praxapostolos is the script of the Gospel book in Geneva (fig. 4) . Along with the various characteristics mentioned, the letters in the Gospel book are proportioned entirely like those of the Praxapostolos. The scribe's note at the top of the leaf («On the holy and great Sunday [of Easter]») means that he annotated the book for use in church, though by the twelfth century apparatus ostensibly added to facilitate liturgical reading might be found in copies made for individual study and inspiration fig. 2 ). In addition, one of the folios with cursive traits (fol. 253) appears to be conjoint with another written in the liturgical minuscule (fol. 252).
There is no reason to suppose that the leaves are the work of another scribe, let alone later work. The explanation for the change must be sought in an upset to the scribe's routine. Something happened that may have required removing and rewriting leaves, or possibly stretching the text to bridge two parts. The absence of rubrication suggests a certain hastiness, for the scribe used only brown ink, even for those passages he otherwise wrote in red. The format for illustration likewise changed. Instead of illustrations confined to blocks indented into the text, the two on fols. 254v and 255v ( fig. 2 ) appear within column-length breaks. The pair of miniatures makes ψψΟπΑΛιΐιAv.VJ *-p-Trover· -τ-* » χ^£ ·*ι ***f * *( the Pauline Epistle to the Thessalonians the only book illustrated with two portraits. Finally, a note on the script. The cursive depends on superficial differences between thick and thin strokes and on angularity. The/?/ becomes two stout strokes capped by a thin one that emphasizes the formal contrast; similarly, zeta and other letters tend to be more angular in nature. The scribe allows his letter sizes to vary. Owing in part to the slant and the long circumflex mark, the lines seem to hurry across the page. The order in the Paris and Baltimore manuscripts is nearly the same, and both contain some of the apparatus relating to liturgical use. The order of books found in other col lections of Epistles annotated for use in the service supports a view of the basic sequence in the Paris and Bal timore manuscripts as liturgical 45 . The clearly different ar rangement of books in the Pantokrator Miscellany is that of a manuscript not intended for use in church, a fact that its content and style of writing proclaim. But even when the two liturgical versions are compared, the order is not exact ly the same. In the Paris manuscript Hebrews falls after II Thessalonians, but it is the final book in the Walters Praxa postolos, where it was copied after Philemon, the place it holds in the Pantokrator Miscellany. As the scribe of the Walters Praxapostolos neared the end of one unit of text, something happened that briefly upset his balance. If the scribe were merely copying another manuscript, the upset would likely not have occured. It appears, therefore, that the scribe was engaged in assembling the Praxapostolos, ar ranging the text and apparatus to suit the patron's needs. The apparatus in the Walters Praxapostolos likewise sug gests an ad hoc compilation, particularly when compared against that of the Paris, suppl. gr. 1262. Both manuscripts contain what is called the Euthalian apparatus, a set of titles, prefaces, subscriptions, and count of the amount of text in the biblical book (the stichoi) 46 . After finishing the transcription of the Catholic Epistles and Pauline epistles to the churches (James-II Thess) the scribe of the Walters Praxapostolos stopped adding the colophons and stichometry at the ends of the books. At the same point, the start of I Timothy, he began appending the lists of section titles (kephalaia) to the beginnings of the books, as they are often found in copies of the Gospels. The Paris Praxapo stolos also contains the Euthalian apparatus, but its scribe did not interrupt the apparatus after II Thessalonians; the transition is seamless. A second change in transcription re inforces the indecision surrounding the placement of He brews in the Walters Praxapostolos. The scribe of the Bal timore manuscript was tight with parchment; he transcrib ed the various texts one right after the other leaving no spaces. That is, except after Philemon, at the end of which (fol. 288) he left the rest of the leaf blank, though only about five lines. He began the prefatory materials for He brews on the verso in a slightly hurried style; then, at the end of the prefatory materials, he left a full two-thirds of a leaf empty before starting Hebrews at the top of fol. 291. The departures in format and script reveal the hesitation over the placement of the book of Hebrews within the liturgical sequence. Though utterly inconsequential for the book's reader, the changes point to a manner of transcrip tion that has the scribe arranging contents to meet the user's needs. As N. Wilson once observed, there was probably no book trade on medieval Constantinople, at least in the sense that we would understand the term 47 . Many books were made by an individual who was presented with the exemplar and paid to copy it. The individual might be a monk, a priest, deacon or a bureaucrat. A large office stocked with books was not a requirement; the only requirements were care in transcribing and good penmanship. The differences among the three surveyed copies of Acts and Epistles suggest that a model and the knowledge to rearrange its contents marked the group under discussion. The Pantokrator Miscellany extends the hypothesis. The scribe of the Miscellany wrote in a short, clipped manner that stands apart from the liturgical mi nuscule of the Walters Praxapostolos and Geneva Gospels. Among the works enumerated it finds a strong parallel in the Basel New Testament (figs. 6, 11). The contents of the Miscellany, which have not yet been compiled despite the book's very considerable importance, point to an unusual commission 48 . In addition to the psalms and New Testament, the manuscript contains a selection of sermons of Gregory of Nazianzen, digests of Church councils and synods; selections from writings by John of Damascus, Athanasius, Psellos and others. Some of the writings are in dialogue form, as if to prepare the reader for debate or teaching by means of pithy summaries of complex issues. Other writings in the collection show a need to grasp canon law. The Miscellany looks like a manuscript compiled for a ranking cleric who needed a book shelf of theological and legal texts at his fingertips; its content may suggest someone of episcopal status concerned with teaching, discipline and administration. As a compilation, the Miscellany implies a scribe able to assemble florilegia, possi bly from a specialized library or a book collection of some richness. The scribe of the Walters Praxapostolos was also 46 . Metzger, op. cit., p. 298, discusses stichometry, but the numbers he gives do not, with one exception, agree with those in the Walters Praxa postolos. The numbers in the Paris and Baltimore manuscripts essen tially agree with one another and approximate the edition in Migne, PG 85, col. 716-20,698-699 (Pauline Epistles agree but Catholic do not). 
N. Wilson, Books and Readers in
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http://epublishing.ekt.gr | e-Publisher: EKT | Downloaded at 26/11/2018 14:26:33 | making a compilation when he arranged the Epistles. The differences in content, which at first suggest that the group of related manuscripts is merely an art historical construct based on painting style, reflect the circumstances behind the production of the group of scribes and illuminators active for over a generation.
The Illustrations and Liturgical Imagery
Over the last decades the study of subject matter has shifted ground. No longer content with identifying the subject, its textual correlatives and visual antecedents, art historians now seek to uncover the picture's content as it was perceived by its beholder. The categories available to begin describing a contemporary's experience are necessarily few and inexact. A medieval image might be considered didactic, liturgical or devotional, depending on the balance of scale, size, location and composition. The book illustration survives imbedded in a context rich with interpretative clues. In the case of the Walters manuscript, the function was liturgical. Therefore, the miniatures are liturgical -but what does this mean? How does knowledge of the manuscript's use enrich our understanding of what seems to be a rather simple set of portraits? We are in the unusual position of having both question and answer, but not the steps to get from one to the other. A distinct mental image of the book in use might be one place to begin recovering the relationship of image to beholder. For the purpose, we can use an eleventh-century miniature. The scene ( fig. 14) centers on St. Basil and illustrates Ps. 5:3, «In the morning thou shall hear my voice».
The illuminator depicted Basil at a lectern reading to the implied audience collected within the church at his back; perhaps we are expected to envision an early morning service conducted in a narthex lit only by lamps. As he chants the office, Basil stands erect, at nearly arm's length from the book, and holds a candle for the light he needs to follow the words. The large and boldly written letters of the Walters Praxapostolos made it possible, even in poor light, to read aloud to a group without stumbling. Since the manuscript was made for public performance, the illustrations seem gratuitous: only the reader could see them. They could not enhance performance in the way that the diagram in a Schoolbook might contribute to the understanding of a passage in Euclid's Elements. The implied tension may be an outcome of associations surrounding the categories. The terms «devotional» and «didactic» suggest the individual's gaze fixed in private communion with the object of veneration or study, whereas «liturgical» summons up a world of corporate acts that serve publicly to bind a community of believers. But where is St. Basil's audience in the Psalter? Perhaps its absence can be construed as tacit acknowledgement of the moment when the community of believers receded to leave only the supplicant before God. The message of the Praxapostolos' illustrations was emphatically directed to the reader; moreover, the illustrations communicated at two levels. Both were in a sense private, in as much as they served to establish the reader in his role. At one level the illustrations of the Praxapostolos are part of a non-biblical apparatus that stood outside the realm of performance. The miniatures accompany the various writings that informed the reader about the authorship of the text, its date and place of composition, and so on 49 . As if to demonstrate the point, the illuminator located the first 49. The relevance of non-biblical writings to illumination was explored in the contemporary studies of Nelson, op. cit. (note 11), and Galavaris, Prefaces. three portraits and two subsequent ones within the prefa tory essays, instead of at the start of the epistles 50 . By this unusual position the illuminator revealed the extent to which he conceived of the portraits as information of a kind necessary for a full appreciation of the Bible. The generally full-length depictions seem especially welladapted to the purpose. From his white beard and receding hairline, we learn that John was an old man ( fig. 1 ), but that Paul and his collaborator, Sosthenes, were relatively young at the time they wrote (fig. 13) . The authors' dress also contributed to the reader's appreciation; the illumi nator differentiated it broadly into two types, the ancient himation and the contemporary costume of a bishop. Use of the himation appears to give some authors an apostolic authority ( fig. 12 ), whereas the episcopal regalia recalls those who settled in and took responsibility for the daily affairs of urban centers and their surrounding populations: Timothy, bishop of Ephesus, and James, bishop of Jerusa lem ( fig. 10 ). Standing portraits are an ancient genre wide ly used in church decoration, icon painting, and various branches of manuscript illustration, and to comment further would be to overburden this staple of Byzantine art. The simple answer to the question, What purpose did the miniatures serve? is that portraits provided knowledge the Byzantine readers felt to be helpful (but that modern ones may find superfluous, if not misleading or thoroughly erroneous). A more complicated message resides at an other level. To get at it, it is necessary to know that the information presented to the reader of the Walters Praxapostolos has been slanted in a certain direction. The choice of portrait formula, the standing figure, results from the illuminator's conscious exclusion of one, possibly two, far more obvious choices. In evaluating the illumina tor's decision it is worthwhile recalling that with the exception of Acts the Praxapostolos is a collection of let ters. The prefaces, opening verses and colophons leave no doubt about the literary genre. S. Der Nersessian noted that the illuminator was aware of the content of the sa lutations and brought the illustrations into line with them; when a second writer is mentioned the portrait will reflect joint-authorship, as happens in the image of Paul and Sosthenes at the start of I Corinthians ( fig. 13) 51 . Coordi nation of text and image proves that the illuminator recognized the kind of literature he was working with. With this fact can be combined another: Byzantine illumi nators of the Middle Ages had no trouble depicting the creation of a letter or an exchange of letters. When doing so they painted a seated figure writing and a servant bear ing away the rolled and sealed scroll 52 . Examples may not The illuminator of the Walters Praxapostolos chose forms that allowed him to suppress the act of writing and to emphasize reading or speaking. The composition used for John has the Evangelist holding the great book looking as if he were reading from it ( fig. 1 ). In two other miniatures the illuminator of the Praxapostolos acted to subvert the literary genre by showing the author delivering the text as a speech to an assembled crowd. In these miniatures Paul holds a scroll, the form of a rolled letter, and declaims dramatically ( figs. 12, 19 ). The emphasis falls on the performance of the text, not its creation. In capturing the spirit of a book used as the source of public readings, the illuminator selected from types to create a liturgical imagery that spoke to the reader alone. He was not the first to spin the imagery of a performance text in this direction. Among the examples that will put the illustration of the Walters Praxapostolos into a wider context is a late eleventh-century Gospel lectionary, Cod. 587 of the Dionysiou Monastery, Mt. Athos. The illustration for the Good Friday reading consists of two parts, one narrative and the other liturgical ( fig. 15) 
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. In the framed miniature at the start of the text, the Jewish leadership gathers before the high priest Caiaphas. If the passage is read as an account of the series of episodes leading to Christ's execution, then the assembly before Caiaphas becomes the first event No matter what its other functions, the framed miniature is a narrative book illustration in the traditional sense. The second illustration is the opening letter of the reading. In the initial Christ stretches forth his hand to address the disciples assembled across the column. Together, speaker and audience illustrate the opening words (Mt 26:2): «The Lord said to his disciples, 'You know that after two days Passover is coming...'». The con tent of Christ's utterance, the congruence of Passover and his passion, is not, cannot be, the substance of the illu stration. That substance is the act of speech, and as such the illustration is one of many in which the formalized incipits, which mostly begin with «the Lord said...», became an object of the artist's attention 62 . As was true of the Walters Praxapostolos, the emphasis falls on performance: the text as Christ's speech. There are several points that need to be made about such images. The first regards the sudden and steep arc of popularity they enjoyed. The type has almost no forerunners in illumination prior to the middle of the eleventh century, when depiction of performance became common 63 . Although passages in the lectionary begin «the Lord said», so obvious a cue failed for centuries to attract anything more than the occasional hand shown making a speech gesture. Because of the straightforward connection between illustration and opening words, the Gospel lectionaries offer a source of testimony obvious but not unique. The second point regards the diffusion of performance images throughout various writings used in see also fols. 34v, 38v, 54, 66, 125, 143, 144v, 158v (Pelekanides et al., Treasures of Mt. Athos, I, figs. 212, 214, 225, 226, 246, 257, 259, 267) . 63. Ninth-century examples occur in the Milan Gregory (Cod. Ambr. gr. 49-50, pp. 4, 65, 119, 156, 209, 214, 342, 344, 354, 383, 384, 437, 453, 478, 492, 544, 568, 639, 652, 657, 660, 676, 694, 698t . In all such instances the illustration was designed to communicate with an individual, the reader, particularly at the moment when he lifted and opened the book to offer the day's reading. The illustration prepared him for the task he was about to undertake, which was a continuation of the apostolic tradition instituted by Christ and sanctioned by the Old Testament (figs. 14, 15). The clerical dress of some of the Praxapostolos authors would have served to reinforce the tradition. 64. Galavaris, Gregory Nazianzenus, Bibliothèque Nationale, gr. 533, fols. 47v, 70, 91, 146, 154, 158v, 218v, 236, 251, 276v): Galavaris, Gregory Nazianzenus, figs. 242, 244, 23v, 31, 43, 63, 67, 88v, 258: Pelekanides et al., Treasures ofMt. Athos, III, 246, 247, 252, 256. 67 op. cit., [44] [45] figs. 66, 68, 70, 73); Oxford, Bodleian Library, E. D. Clarke 6 (Hutter, Corpus, 1/1, [94] [95] [96] .
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http://epublishing.ekt.gr | e-Publisher: EKT | Downloaded at 26/11/2018 14:26:33 | that the Baltimore manuscript served as the source for Sinai cod. 275. This possibility can be evaluated by compar ing the books' contents 71 . The contents and their order are the same, including a number of details that combine to of fer a compelling case for a model-and-copy relationship. The scribe of the Baltimore manuscript wrote the αρχή and τέλος of the lectionary system but not the complete marginal apparatus, which was added later along with the tables at the end (fols. 314-60v). The Sinai Praxapostolos reflects the state of the Baltimore manuscript prior to the addition of the marginal prompts and numbers. The changes in Euthalian apparatus discussed above -the presumably unique inconsistencies in the Baltimore scribe's transcrip tion that set his work apart from the Paris, suppl. gr. 1262 -are reproduced in the Sinai manuscript. The short sub scriptions found in the Sinai Praxapostolos change in lockstep with those in the Baltimore manuscript. The Balti more scribe omitted the stichometry at the end of III John, probably inadvertently, and then ceased entirely at I Timo thy. The Sinai Praxapostolos reproduces these changes, including the accidental omission at III John. The Balti more scribe's omission of colophons and stichometry was accompanied by the addition of neat lists of kephalaia, and the slight variations in format were traced to his having compiled the work as he went along. The lists appear in the same place in the Sinai Praxapostolos, though it shows no changes in script or format. The Sinai Praxapostolos thus appears to be an apograph of Walters cod. 533. The reason for the choice of the Baltimore manuscript as the source for so common a text was most likely its illustration. Although the illustrations of the twelfth-century manu script led to its being selected for copying, the thirteenthcentury illuminator did not simply reproduce what lay be fore him. The patron wanted a more lavish work, and this desire led to the most obvious differences between the two cycles. In place of the single lines that frame the portraits in the Walters Praxapostolos the illuminator of the Sinai manuscript substituted wide rectangles of faux-enamel (fols. 101, lllv, 131, 227) , arches supported on columns (fols. 91v, 119v, 129, 173v, 254v, 256v, 286, 296v, 304, 309, 314; fig. 20 74 . In the illus trations to Galatians and Hebrews, the illuminator of the Sinai Praxapostolos omitted the crowds listening to Paul preach, and in illustrating I Corinthians he left out Sosthenes. The sum of the minor changes made by the Sinai illu minator points to a sensibility: the author is repeatedly re moved from any historical context. In the Sinai manuscript the author is generally alone, dressed in a nondescript himation, and doing nothing other than looking directly out at the beholder or stepping in the direction of the text. The change the Sinai illuminator introduced in the illus tration of Hebrews expresses a Palaeologan interest. H. Belting once noted the icon-like quality of Palaeologan illumination, a phenomenon he related to the increasing separation of the scribe and the illuminator and to the frequency with which the illuminator was a painter of icons 75 . When, in the present instance, twelfth-century mo del and thirteenth-century adaptation are placed side by side, it becomes apparent that one result of the changes introduced by the later artist was a distancing of image from text. Separating Paul and each of his two companions in the illustration to II Thess was not merely an aesthetic choice 76 . The illuminator severed the bond of joint author ship cited in II Thess 1:1, and in doing so he freed the fi gure from its dependent relationship on the word. The heavy frames only heighten the figures' independence. The diffe rences represent another side of the phenomenon Belting observed. A final comparison confirms the change. When the illuminator of the Walters Praxapostolos illus trated Hebrews, he did so by showing Paul preaching to a crowd. Uniquely, though, the illuminator alluded to the content of the letter through the depiction of Christ in the 74. Those with minor changes include: James, I and II Peter, I and III John, Jude, Philip, Colos, Phil. Gesellschaft, Heidelberg 1970, p. 14-17. 76 . Der Nersessian, Praxapostolos, fig. 10 ; Weitzmann and Galavaris, Mount Sinai: Illuminated Greek Manuscripts, op. cit., fig. 374 . heavens ( fig. 19) . The three points of the compositional triangle reflect the opening words of the Letter (1:1-2): «In many and various ways God spoke of old to our fathers by the prophets; but in these last days he has spoken to us by a son, whom he appointed heir of all things, through whom also he created the world». The illuminator of the Sinai Praxapostolos ( fig. 20) removed the portrait of Christ, omitted the auditors, and turned Paul to face the beholder. The illuminator then created a headpiece like the one in the Baltimore manuscript at the start of I Thessalonians ( fig. 2) , only more elaborate. Into it he placed the Ancient of Days. The change may serve a theological point, but it may also simply reflect an intuitive response to the Saint's suggestive language. As the illustrations are compared in pairs through the two praxapostolos manuscripts one senses the creative mind of the Sinai illuminator at work changing a gesture or pose, but always beginning his creative leap with the Walters manuscript open before him. The only headpiece that seems difficult to derive from the Walters manuscript occurs at the start of Romans; St. Paul appears bust-length in the middle of a block of ornament 77 . Portrayed in the corners of the field are Paul's disciple Timothy and three other figures cited in the Epistle as Paul's kinsmen (Rom 16:21): Lucius, Sosipater and Jason. The scale and complexity of the headpiece design may be attributed to the artist's desire to set the Pauline Epistles apart as an important subdivision of the Praxapostolos; similarly, the headpiece before Hebrews is more ornate than the simple bars and may likewise serve to mark a division within the collection. The design of the block with inset portrait busts is so common in Byzantine illumination that no reason exists to hunt for the illuminator's model. The Sinai Praxapostolos enters the list of Byzantine manuscripts produced from works that survive. The illuminator adapted the illustrative contents to suit a different taste. The most intriguing aspect of the work relates to the consciousness of period style. The cursive text of the Sinai Praxapostolos is not that of the Baltimore manuscript, yet it resembles scripts of the twelfth century. Similarly, the ornament of three of the headpieces recalls twelfth-century work, contemporary with the later works of the group to which the Walters Praxapostolos belongs 78 . Even the large medial points occur in twelfth-century manuscripts like the Geneva Gospels and Basel New Testament (figs. 4, 6). The maker(s) of the Sinai manuscript combined ornament, script and illustration into a creation that suggests some consciousness of aesthetic unity. The changes return us to the roughly mid-twelfth-century source, the Walters Praxapostolos, to appreciate how clear a message its artist could create out of compositions so unpromising in their simplicity. Knowing the other works produced by his circle opens the range of comparisons to books made for devotions and others for reference and study. For each type the illuminator found the most appropriate subjects and compositions. Although some vagueness surrounds the date when the manuscript was made and illustrated, it was unlikely to be at the start of the twelfth century, when several similarly illustrated manuscripts were made and dated. More plausible is a time around the middle of the century; this attribution, if sustained, demonstrates the continuity in the tradition of a group of scribes and illuminators active through the first half of the twelfth century. fig. 3 ): Over a blue tunic, John wears a himation that is cream and dusty olive. He is depicted facing the beholder holding a closed codex. First miniature (254v): Paul, wearing a blue tunic and a dusty green himation extends his right arm in address to a group of men, all in tunics and most beardless; the artist carefully varies the colors of each man's dress, using, from left to right, red, green, blue, salmon, purple. Second miniature (255v, fig. 2 ): The miniature breaks the format but not style. Three portrait roundels contain portraits of the Letter's joint authors. At the left is Silas (Silvanus) in ancient dress, a green tunic and pink himation.
H. Belting, Das illuminierte Buch in der spätbyzantinischen
126-128: III John
In the center appears Paul in blue tunic and green himation. At the right is Timothy, who wears a purple phelonion. 
